
 
 

 
 

Increase in contactless payment limit without PIN 

 
By the middle of April 2020, customers will temporarily be able to pay using 

contactless payment for purchases up to CHF 80 – quickly, easily and securely, and 
without the need to enter a PIN 

 
Zürich – 8. April 2020 – The limit for contactless payment without the need to enter a PIN is 
being increased in Switzerland and Liechtenstein from CHF 40 to CHF 80 until further notice. 
This limit increase will be implemented nationwide by American Express, Mastercard and Visa 
as well as all card issuers and acceptance partners. Cardholders and store owners will 
therefore soon be able to process more payments quickly, easily and securely without the 
need to enter a PIN or use cash. The limit will apply to all contactless payments, whether using 
a credit card, debit card (Debit Mastercard, Maestro, PostFinance Card, V PAY) or pre-paid 
card. 
 
American Express, Mastercard, Visa and PostFinance have updated their rules to allow the 
limit for contactless payments without entering a PIN to be increased to CHF 80. The next step 
is for all Swiss card issuers and retailers to update their technical infrastructure and payment 
terminals by the middle of April 2020.  
 
“We are very pleased to have found a single, standard solution for the whole payments 
industry so quickly that can now be rolled out at the same time across Switzerland and 
Liechtenstein. This is unique in Europe and will particularly benefit consumers. All cardholders 
in Switzerland and Liechtenstein can be confident in knowing that the same limit applies for 
all contactless payments,” said Daniela Massaro, Country Manager of Mastercard Switzerland.  
 
Contactless payments are increasing rapidly and are already a consistent feature in consumers’ 
daily lives. Today’s announcement reflects this rapidly changing payment behavior and will 
help people managing the challenges of daily life. 
 
It is already easy for cardholders for pay without any contactless limits by using the mobile 
payment feature of their smartphone or smartwatch/wearable. This does not require a PIN to 
be entered as the payment is authorized using the mobile device’s biometric features (e.g. 
fingerprint). The payment is processed quickly and securely without the need for the customer 
to hand over their mobile end device.  
 
 
About Mastercard 
Mastercard (NYSE: MA) is a technology company specializing in global payments. Our global 
payment processing network connects consumers, banks, retailers, governments and 
businesses in more than 210 countries and territories. Mastercard’s products and services 
make daily transactions easier, more secure and more efficient, whether you’re making 
purchases, travelling, running a business or managing finances. Follow us on 
Twitter @MastercardCH, join in the conversation in the Beyond the Transaction 
Blog and subscribe to the latest news in the Engagement Bureau. 
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